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Introduction
The Astronomical Event Observatory Network (AEON)  is a facility ecosystem for accessible and 
efficient follow up of astronomical transients and Time Domain science. At the heart of the network, 
NOIRLab, with its SOAR 4.1m and Gemini 8m (and soon the CTIO Blanco 4m), has joined forces 
with Las Cumbres Observatory to build such a network for the era of the Legacy Survey of Space and 
Time (LSST).  SOAR is the pathfinder facility for incorporating the 4m and 8m class telescopes into 
AEON.

At the heart of the implementation of AEON on SOAR is the Observation Schedule Manager 
(OSM), a Python-based software that handles all the communication between an external observation 
request scheduler, in this case the robotic scheduler of the Las Cumbres Observatory network and 
SOAR.  Furthermore the OSM parses target observation requests received as JSON files, and translates
them into the sequence of actions required to complete the observation, from moving the telescope and 
its subsystems (dome, Nasmyth rotator, active optics) to the target, to configuring the instrument, in 
this case the Goodman High Throughput Spectrograph (GHTS),  and obtaining the necessary 
calibration frames to accompany the science data.  

The AEON queue at SOAR was designed to be highly automated, so that it could be run by our 
Telescope Operators, with support from a SOAR staff scientist, without needing to hire additional staff.
Therefore, the queue is generated automatically by the external scheduler, currently the Las Cumbres 
Observatory (LCOGT) robotic scheduler, based on the observation requests submitted to the Las 
Cumbres Observation portal by the users with approved SOAR AEON time. 

In this document we describe how an AEON night is carried out at SOAR, and the use of the OSM.

https://noirlab.edu/public/,
https://www.lsst.org/
https://www.lsst.org/
https://lco.global/
https://noirlab.edu/public/programs/ctio/victor-blanco-4m-telescope/
http://www.gemini.edu/telescopes
http://www.ctio.noao.edu/soar/
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Overview
For a SOAR AEON night, the queue operator tasks are the following.

Daytime: Observer Support

1. Install SOAR AEON instrument setup.  The instrument setup for AEON is always the same 
one during the semester. As an example, in the case of Goodman, with both BLUE and RED 
cameras, the setup for 2021A is:  400, 600old and 930 gratings; g-SDSS, r-SDSS, i-SDSS and 
VR imaging filters. The default camera is the Goodman RED camera.  The AEON nights and 
the corresponding detector are posted in the SOAR AEON web page.

2. Create finding chart folder for the night: Collect the finding charts submitted by users to 
soarops@ctio.noao.edu in a folder for the night and download the finder charts there. The folder
name should follow the sintaxis: YYYY-MM-DD, example:  2021-02-26, with the date being 
the local start of the night. Observer Support will determine a permanent location for the nightly
finding charts folders, and inform the other Telescope Operators.

3. Run afternoon calibrations. Starting at around 4pm, open mirror covers, point telescope to 
white spot, start OSM and Goodman GUI, and run afternoon calibrations with the OSM, which 
include a focus sequence for each setup, bias frames for each , and flats. Check that focus 
values, flat counts and bias std dev values are reasonable (see sample values in the Appendix).

4. Connect to LCOGT and download a schedule. At the end of the calibrations, turn off the 
dome lamps, stope the queue, and connect to LCOGT in the OSM. A schedule will be 
downloaded within minutes. Disconnect from LCOGT in the OSM.

Night Time: Observer Support & Telescope Operator

1. Connect to Observers Zoom link for interacting with AEON Support Scientist.

2. Open VNCs for Goodman GUI, Goodman computer running Chrome with OSM, 
GACAM, soaric7 (for anaylsis with IRAF).

3. Do Spectrophotometric standard star observation. Once dome is open, zero pointing has 
been done, and telescope AOS has been calibrated,  start a Spectrophotometric Standard star 
observation in the OSM, making sure the appropriate modes for the current semester are 
selected. A std star observation in 4 spectroscopic modes (e.g., 400M1, 400M2, 600MDI and 
930M2) will take approximately 20min.

4. Connect to LCOGT in the OSM.

5. Acquire first science target from the queue, start observing. Next target, etc.

mailto:soarops@ctio.noao.edu
http://www.ctio.noao.edu/soar/content/soar-aeon-home-page
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6. End of night.  

◦ Disconnect from LCOGT in OSM.

◦ Stop the OSM.

◦ Exit and shutdown the Goodman GUI.

◦ Run the End-of-Night Transfer app in the Goodman computer. Make sure in soaric7 that 

the /home3/observer/today/ directory contains no .fits files (Do not delete the .txt files 

in that folder).

◦ Exit the Goodman Acquisition Camera (GACAM) application.

◦ Turn off Goodman and GACAM electronics.

◦ Send the standard End-of-Night report, with just the basic information for the night. 

◦ Send more detailed AEON Observation report to the AEON Support Scientist on the 
progress or details of the observations during the night.  See examples in the Appendix.

◦ Close telescope. 
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Afternoon Calibrations
Starting at around 4pm, open mirror covers, point telescope to white spot. Make sure the Goodman 
instrument is selected in the TCS. 

Start up Goodman

1. Turn ON Goodman electronics.

2. Open the VNC to the appropriate Goodman GUI  (e.g., the default RED camera computer 
Sherman). Start the Goodman GUI. Login as user Soar. Home mechanisms. It is preferred (but 
now not indispensable) that the ISB rotator and instrument position angle both be set to 0 deg.

3. Connect to the Goodman VNC that will not be used as a detector. Example, if tonight is a RED 
camera night, then you will open the Chrome browser in the Goodman BLUE VNC.

Start OSM

1. Access the OSM main page by connecting to soarvm2.ctio.noao.edu in the Chrome browser.
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2.  Click on the OSM box on the left, and provide your credentials in the login window.

4. Open another tab in the browser  and open the Goodman Spectroscopic Pipeline (GSP) live web
page:  http://soarvm2.ctio.noao.edu/gsp/  or click on the bookmark icon circled in the figure.
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5. Once you login to the OSM you will see the Main window (with the house icon).

6. Now left click on the Settings tab (with the wheel gear icon).  You will be presented with the 
following window.

7.
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The  Settings tab  allows the user to:

• Select the Instrument (Goodman RED, Goodman BLUE or Goodman Simulator).

• START/STOP the OSM

• Select which mechanisms/processes to activate/deativate (usually used only for engineering 
work and tests).  The default is that ALL boxes should have a green tickmark.

To start the OSM:

I. First, select the appropriate instrument, in the dropdown menu in the upper left of the window.

II. Make sure all boxes in the Steps section have a green tickmark.

III. Click the blue-green Apply button in the upper middle part of the window.

IV. Then Click on the red RESTART button corresponding to the “sm” (line with all characters in 
blue). This is the only system you need to restart. The others (simulator, web, database and 
loader are for debugging purposes only).

Once the OSM has been started, it will take several minutes to connect with the Goodman GUI. When 
the connection is established, all the LED lights in the upper left will change from red to green. Also, in
the Goodman GUI the green “SQM” LED will turn on (bright green). If it does not, the OSM is not 
connected to the Goodman instrument (see screenshot below).
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SETTING UP DAYTIME CALIBRATIONS

1. Start: Click on the Calibrate tab:

This will open the calibrations page, which allows the user to select which calibrations to carry out. 
These include: Focus, Dome Flats, Biases, and the spectrophotometric standard star. The afternoon 
calibrations include only focus, dome flats and biases.

2. Click on the Instrument and select the appropriate instrument, e.g., Goodman Red.

3. This will open the calibration sections
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4. Setup the Goodman internal focus sequences.  Select Execute Focus, and the focus page will 
be shown expanded, as shown below.

Make sure you select all the configurations or modes used for the current semester, for both 
spectroscopy and imaging. For example, in the 2021A semester we are using, for spectroscopy, the 
400M1, 400M2, 600MID and 930M2 modes, which correspond to SP Red 400M1 NO FILTER, SP 
Red 400M2 GG455, SP Red 600 MID GG395, SP Red 930M2 NO FILTER, respectively.

For imaging, in 2021A we are using the SDSS-g, SDSS-r, SDSS-i and VR filters, which are shown as 
IM Red g-SDSS, IM Red r-SDSS, IM Red i-SDSS and IM Red VR respectively.
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Note that for the RED camera, all focus sequences span the range of focus values from -2000 to 0, in 
steps of 200 units. These are appropriate values for the RED camera, which has negative focus values 
for essentially all setups. In the case of the BLUE camera, the range spans positive values, from 0 to 
2000, also in steps of 200. 

Though all these values can be modified by the user, it is unlikely regular users need to do so. So in 
normal operation, just select the focus modes needed. Nothing else should need to be changed.

Once the focus sequences have been selected for each of the appropriate modes, we can proceed to 
setup the dome flats.
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5. Setup the Dome Flats.  Click on the Execute Flats box.  Again, you will be presented with the 
expanded page for setting up dome flats. Click on each of the configurations used in the current 
semester, both for spectroscopy and imaging. As an example, for the 2021A semester we are 
using for spectroscopy, GHTS R 400m1 2x2, GHTS R 400m2 2x2, GHTS R 600mid 2x2, 
GHTS R 930m2 2x2,  and for imaging, GHTS R Img-g 2x2,  GHTS R Img-g 2x2,  GHTS R 
Img-r 2x2,  GHTS R Img-i 2x2,  GHTS R Img-VR 2x2, which corresond to the SDSS g, r, I and
the wide VR filters respectively. The letters GHTS stand for Goodman High Throughput 
Spectrograph, the “R” is for the RED camera (when using the BLUE camera, the same setups 
will start with “GHTS B”. Then follows the spectroscopic setup or imaging filter, and finally, 
the “2x2” indicates the binning. We use 2x2 binning for all configurations offered in 2021A, 
though that may change in future semesters.
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6. Setup the BIAS frames.  Finally, click on the Execute Bias option, to expand the bias section. 
Select the appropriate bias modes, which for the 2021A semester, with the RED camera, are SP 
RED 344ATTN3 2x2 for spectroscopy and IM RED 344ATTN3 2x2 for imaging.  The modes 
offered each semester are published in the SOAR AEON web page: 

http://www.ctio.noao.edu/soar/content/soar-aeon-home-page

http://www.ctio.noao.edu/soar/content/soar-aeon-home-page
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7. Upload Calibrations to the queue. Finally, click on the red LCO CALIBRATIONS button, as 
shown above. This will upload all the selected calibration to the queue on the Main page, and 
then send the files to the LCOGT Observation Portal as the data is obtained. A long list of black 
box messages will briefly flash, and the calibrations will appear in the queue area (Next 
Observations in the Main page; see next two figures).

Note: If setting up calibrations for a classically scheduled, non-AEON night, click the red 
LOCAL CALIBRATIONS button. Calibrations will be uploaded to the queue, but no data will be 
sent to LCOGT.
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8. Start of calibrations.  Go back to the Main tab in the OSM, then hover over and click on the 
hidden red Start queue button on the upper left part of the OSM Main page, as shown below. 
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Once you click the button will turn green and say “Stop queue”, and will hide again. The first 
“observation” in the queue, in this case a focus sequence, will be loaded from the Next 
Observations queue area to the main execution box as shown below. 

Because this is the start of OSM operations, the initialization process will proceed with a 
moving progress circle indicating that the telescope Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector (ADC) 
is being initialized, and the optical ISB guide probe is being parked. When the initialization is 
done, click the upper right red play button (>) under Observation, it will turn green with the 
stop sign (solid square), as shown above. Calibrations will then proceed.

9. End of calibrations. When finished, remember to turn OFF the dome lamps, and stop the 
queue, clicking on the hidden upper left button in the OSM Main tab.

A full set of calibrations (focus sequences, biases, dome flats), as configured for the 2021A 
semester, with the 400M1, 400M2, 600MID, 930M2 spectroscopic modes, and imaging with 
the SDSS-g, r, I filters, and the VR wide filter, takes approximately 1h 20min.
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Spectrophotometric Standard Star Observation

At the start of the night, still during twilight if sky conditions allow, or whenever observations can start,
and once the Observer Support/Telescope Operator has prepared the telescope (pointing zero point, 
AOS calibration),  proceed with the observation of the spectrophotometric standard. This is a fairly 
automated process. 

Click the Calibrate tab, and then select Execute Calibration Star (Spectroscopic). Select the 
appropriate modes in use for the semester. The modes shown in the image below are for 2021A with 
the Goodman RED camera.
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Click the red LCO CALIBRATIONS button.  Go back to the Main tab.

The OSM picks, from a list of standard stars, the star closest to the current telescope position, 
automatically slews to it, and sets the correct exposure times for each of the spectroscopic modes. Note 
that because the std star is only selected once the observation enters in the execution area, the 
coordinates fields will show no values when expanding the info for the std star observation in the 
queue.

Once the telescope is in position, the OSM will prompt the user to do the on-slit acquisition, which for 
standard stars, because they are bright, is always done with the GACAM (see example below).
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Acquiring a target on the Goodman slit (example for a std star).  Start the Goodman Acquisition 
Camera (GACAM) VNC window by double-clicking on the GACAM icon on the left of the GACAM 
computer desktop.
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On the GACAM window click on the eye icon to open the main GACAM window and image display. 
Then open the Telescope Offset window by clicking on the Control menu, and the Exposure Setting 
window by clicking on the Exposure menu. Arrange these two windows conveniently around the main 
display window.  For more details refer to the GACAM manual and cheat sheet in the SOAR Goodman

web pages.

Note that the 
majority of the 

spectrophotometric standard stars in the list we are using in the OSM, adapted from the ESO list of 
Optical and UV spectrophotometric standards,  are bright enough that no guiding will be necessary 
(exposures ~< 180s). 

http://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/standards/spectra.html
http://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/standards/spectra.html
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Acquire the star in the slit using GACAM, together with the Goodman GUI to put IN/OUT the slit 
mask, and continue the observation  process in the OSM. Remember to place the GACAM arm in 
the OUT position before clicking Acquisition Done. Note that the OSM will stop and prompt to check 
star acquisition for each new spectroscopic mode during the std star observation. The operator can 
either quickly check with GACAM that the star is on the slit, and continue, or simply continue directly 
if confident the star has not moved out of the slit.

Also note that the OSM provides a default finding chart for all targets. This can be displayed by simply 
clicking on the target name in blue font in the green Alignment window. The following screenshot 
shows a typical finding chart. They are downloaded automatically from Aladdin, using the default DSS 
color sky map. Note that the default field of view is 9 arcmin, therefore, you should typically zoom-in 
(using the mouse scroll wheel or by clicking on the zoom in/out buttons on the right of the chart 
window), to the roughly 2 arcmin size of the GACAM field of view. To close the finding chart, just 
click anywhere outside of the finding chart window, or hit the ESC key.
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